Citizen Leadership Resource Pack Map

365 Days of Citizen Leadership
A series of calendars that share small things each day that will help you to explore your community, learn about public services around you and build your skills and confidence as a citizen leader.

Facilitator Pack
A practical guide for organising and facilitating your own Citizen Leadership Programme, including handy questionnaires to help you measure the impact of your programme.

Citizen Leadership Playbook
At the heart of the resource pack is the playbook. This book includes all the activities needed to run a citizen leadership programme.

Promotional Toolkit
A step-by-step guide to promoting your own Citizen Leadership Programme, including:
- Sample Materials – Promotional action plan, Promotional flyers, Promotional quotes, Promotion evaluation
- Templates – PowerPoint template, headed note paper certificate, citizen leadership JPEG logos and Blank quote slide (to make your own quotes)

Citizen Leadership Guide for NHS NWLA Member Organisations and Partners
A guide for member organisations to highlight the particular ways that they can use and spread the resource pack to maximise the impact.